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An American Bar Association Task Force has issued a Final Report on mediation quality in “high-end” civil cases in which parties are represented by counsel. The ABA Section of Dispute Resolution Task Force on Improving Mediation Quality performed its investigation and analysis principally by interviewing and surveying mediation users (lawyers and parties) from around the United States. The Report summarizes observations from those interviews and surveys and makes certain recommendations about follow-up activities. The full Final Report may be found at: http://www.abanet.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=DR020600

This is a Comment on some of the Report’s Findings and Observations and its Recommendations and Next Steps.

One of several focal points of the Report is “Analytical Techniques Used by the Mediator.” (The others include preparation, subject matter expertise, customization, and persistence.) A large percentage of the lawyers and parties surveyed endorsed various forms of Analytical Techniques, though importantly a large minority did not support these approaches. It is useful in this discussion to understand how the Report defines Analytical Techniques; they might include, for example:

- Mediator questioning about specific legal and factual issues, sometimes referred to as “reality” testing;
- Mediator discussion and analysis of legal and factual issues…without necessarily articulating conclusions and opinions;
- Generalized mediator opinions or observations, such as: “either side could win,” “I like the other side of the case better than yours,” “you should win the case, but I am having a hard time with your damages claim”;
- Mediator suggestions or proposals about settlement—based upon mediator perception of case “value,” mediator view of how a case might realistically settle, or perhaps both; and,
- Specific mediator opinions about outcomes, dispositive issues or settlement values.

Some of these approaches will sound like an “evaluative” style to some; others may not. The Task Force made no effort to address the “philosophical” debate over the propriety of using
evaluative techniques. Rather, the Task Force observed that a large percentage of lawyers and parties in lawyer-represented civil cases do expect mediators to use what we called an analytical approach, while also noting that many other users do not approve of those techniques. Accordingly, the Task Force cautioned against their wholesale use without regard for the wishes of the participants.

Perhaps most significant of its Recommendations with respect to analytical mediation, the Task Force has suggested that the ABA Section of Dispute Resolution appoint an appropriate group to examine further how mediators who choose to use analytical techniques can improve the quality of their techniques. The point of this examination is to look carefully and thoroughly at the whole range of analytical techniques employed by mediators in civil cases where parties are represented by counsel, without the distraction of a philosophical debate about the propriety of using analytical techniques. Many parties and counsel approve of the approach, and many mediators use it. How can we do it better? As of this writing, this supplemental task is in its formative stages.

One other Observation in the Report bears a close relationship to the discussion of analytical mediation. To a substantial degree, the subjects in the Task Force studies endorsed a need for mediators having subject matter knowledge, especially in complex areas of law practice. This trend may have increasing significance in the practice of mediation in civil cases where parties are represented by counsel. The development may be explained by at least two factors: 1. a desire by many users for the previously discussed analytical approaches to mediation, and 2. the development of subject matter specialization among civil litigators and trial lawyers in many practice areas, including business, construction, employment, environmental, insurance, intellectual property, product liability, professional liability, and many other kinds of disputes. While this desire for subject matter expertise should rarely (and arguably never) serve to minimize the substantial importance of mediation process skills and expertise, not all users uniformly and consistently accept this viewpoint.

In addition to the Recommendation of further work on analytical mediation, the Task Force also made other Recommendations. One perhaps overlaps a bit with the Recommendation on analytical mediation: a further study of implications for mediation training in view of all of the Task Force Observations, including better mediation preparation by mediator, counsel and parties; case-by-case customization of the mediation process; and better mediator persistence. That project is likewise in its developmental stages.

Another of the Task Force’s Recommendations may be of particular interest to readers of this Journal—described in the Report as Promotion of Local Efforts to Improve Mediation Quality—principally to be undertaken through conduct of local/regional focus groups similar to the ones conducted by the Task Force. In conducting its research, the Task Force conducted ten focus group dialogues with lawyers and parties in nine different cities, typically in several groups
of five to ten participants at a single meeting place. The meetings took place in Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Miami, New York, San Francisco, Toronto, and two in Washington, D.C. The group interviewed more than 200 people, mostly lawyers. Task Force members and local volunteers served as facilitators. The administration of the meetings and the collection, organizing and distillation of data was a very substantial undertaking by the Task Force members, local volunteers, and ABA staff. Several Task Force members and staff have compiled the documentation used to administer and conduct these focus groups, and the Task Force has made the documentation available to the public for use in administering similar focus groups.

The Task Force has encouraged state and local bar and ADR professional groups to consider using the protocols developed in this project to conduct local, state, or regional focus groups. The group believes that these types of focus group dialogues provide an excellent opportunity for the mediators in a given community to hear what users have to say about the manner in which mediations in their community are conducted. Groups in several cities have already made preliminary inquiries about conducting these programs.

(The documentation for the focus groups can be found on the Section’s website at: http://www.abanet.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=DR020600)

---

Introduction and Summary

History

In January, 2006 the American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution formed a task force to address issues of quality in mediation. The task force followed efforts by the Section of Dispute Resolution and other organizations to evaluate the feasibility of a national mediation credential. After determining that a national credentialing program was not feasible for the current mediation marketplace, the Section of Dispute Resolution formed the “Task Force on Improving Mediation Quality” to investigate factors that define high quality mediation practice.

Task Force Membership and Approach

The seventeen Task Force members appointed by the officers of the Section of Dispute Resolution represent a diverse range of geographic locations, mediation perspectives, and practice areas (see Appendix A for a list of Task Force members). Task Force members include lawyers and non-lawyer mediators, lawyers who represent clients in mediation, academics, and administrators of court-connected mediation programs. Recognizing that the mediation field is broad and complex, the Task Force narrowed its focus to mediation quality in private practice civil cases (including commercial, tort, employment, construction, and other kinds of disputes that are typically litigated in civil cases, but not domestic, family law, or community disputes) where the parties are usually represented by counsel in mediation.

Methodology

The Task Force organized a series of ten focus group discussions in nine cities across the United States and Canada: Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Miami, New York, San Francisco, Toronto, and Washington D.C. (two meetings were held in Washington).

For each set of focus groups the Task Force worked with local groups to develop an invitation list. The participants included outside counsel, in-house counsel, and non-attorneys (such as insurance industry managers, risk managers, and human resource managers) whose responsibilities include working for parties in mediation. In later focus group sessions, the Task Force also included small groups of experienced civil mediators, who were asked a slightly different set of questions. In addition to the focus group discussions, the Task Force collected more than 100 responses to questionnaires from mediation users and mediators, and conducted telephone interviews with thirteen individuals who have been parties in mediation.

Findings and Observations

Focus group participants, questionnaire respondents, and parties who were interviewed consistently identified the same four issues as important to mediation quality:

- Preparation for mediation by the mediator, parties, and counsel
- Case-by-case customization of the mediation process
- “Analytical” assistance from the mediator
- “Persistence” by the mediator
While the issues identified may not surprise many, we believe they are significant because mediation users consistently identified them as areas where steps could be taken to improve mediation quality. The report will discuss in depth these factors and provide observations, analysis, recommendations, and next steps. We emphasize here, as we do throughout this report, that our conclusions relate only to the arena of private practice civil cases where parties are represented by counsel. We offer no opinion whatsoever about the meaning, if any, of these conclusions for other kinds of mediation.

**Report and Recommendations**

The Task Force’s findings and observations lead to a number of recommendations, some of which will be carried out by the Task Force and some by other groups, on ways in which mediation practice can be improved:

- Create comprehensive mediation user guides including a video for parties and their attorneys.
- Consider whether to conduct research similar to the Task Force’s research focused on other mediation contexts, such as family mediation, and consider how, if at all, the observations and conclusions of the Task Force concerning preparation, customization, analytical techniques, and persistence might be relevant to those other practice contexts.
- Develop recommendations for how mediation training programs can be responsive to user concerns related to preparation, customization, analytical assistance, and persistence.
- Examine how to use mediator analytical techniques in civil cases in which parties are represented by counsel, consistent with high quality mediation.
- Promote local group discussions with mediation users, similar to those held by the Task Force, conducted by state and local Bar Associations and others.
- Develop brief practical application pamphlets for mediation users (lawyers and parties) and for mediators based upon the Task Force’s research efforts, experience, and expertise. The pamphlets will highlight what mediation users or mediators should consider with regard to preparation, customization, analytical assistance, and persistence in order to have high quality mediation.

**I. Discussion of Methods Used by Task Force**

The Task Force held focus group discussions between April 2006 and March 2007 in Atlanta, Chicago, Denver, Houston, Miami, New York, San Francisco, Toronto, and two in Washington D.C. In each location, the local and state bar associations, mediation organizations, law firms, and court programs helped identify individuals with significant experience in mediation in large civil cases. The participants included outside counsel, in-house counsel, and non-attorneys (such as insurance industry managers, risk managers, and human resource managers) whose responsibilities include work for parties in mediation. In most of our focus group discussions at least a few mediators also participated. In addition, at the later focus groups discussions, the Task Force collected questionnaires from mediation users and experienced civil mediators, and conducted telephone interviews with individuals who have been parties in mediation. In all, the Task Force conducted 30 different focus group discussions with over 200 individuals; collected
109 responses to the detailed survey questionnaire; and conducted individual telephone interviews with thirteen parties.

A. Focus Groups

When the focus group participants arrived they were assigned to small groups with 5-10 participants per group. Generally, the Task Force tried to assign mediation users and mediators to separate groups. Each group had an experienced facilitator leading the session (Task Force members often served as the facilitators). In addition, each group had a note-taker to record the discussion. Each focus group session lasted 90-120 minutes.

For the first several sets of focus groups, facilitators asked broad questions about mediation generally. These questions asked about the quality of their mediation experiences, the characteristics of a good mediator, and how the mediation process should be structured. The facilitators heard the same topics identified repeatedly as areas of importance to users. In response, the Task Force narrowed the discussions in the later sets of focus groups to reflect those areas.

B. Surveys

In the later sets of focus groups the Task Force distributed two written surveys, one for mediation users and one for mediators. Participants completed the surveys immediately after the focus group discussions. The surveys asked for background data about the participants and also provided an opportunity for focus group participants to provide information about their individual experiences and opinions about mediation.

C. Party Interviews

The Task Force also conducted interviews of thirteen individuals who have been parties in mediation. The goal of these interviews was to understand the perceptions that parties (as distinct from lawyers) have of the mediation process. The parties were all people who had been involved in multiple mediations as a party and were the decision-makers in the underlying litigation or dispute. The party interviews were all conducted by telephone by one member of the Task Force, and they lasted approximately 30 minutes to an hour each.

D. Background about the Focus Group Participants, Questionnaire Respondents, and Party Interviewees

The focus group participants and survey respondents were not randomly chosen. We purposefully selected individuals with substantial experience in larger cases. We tried to identify individuals who were primarily representatives or parties in mediation. Many survey respondents had been in different roles in various mediations: 64% had been a mediator in at least one mediation, 63% had been representatives on the plaintiff’s side at least once, and 73% had been on the defense side. Most of the representatives were generally on the defense side, with only 3% regularly representing plaintiffs.
As a group, the survey respondents had substantial experience with mediation: 82% had attended more than 30 mediations. Most respondents (94%) were lawyers, working in private practice (61%), as inside counsel (11%), or in other roles (21%). Of the lawyers in private practice, 25% were in firms of 1-5 lawyers, 25% were in firms of 6-100 lawyers, 28% were in firms of 101-500 lawyers, and 22% were in firms of more than 500 lawyers.

The survey respondents may not have been demographically representative of the general population or even the lawyer population. Almost three-quarters (73%) of respondents were males and 27% were females. Most respondents were white (91%), with the others identifying as Hispanic (4%), Black or African-American (1%), American Indian or Alaska Native (1%), and other (3%). About one quarter (27%) were under 50 years old, 33% were 50-59, and 40% were 60 or older. Of the thirteen individuals interviewed there were seven men and six women. The parties were fairly evenly divided between plaintiff and defense. Three interviewees attended mediations without having their lawyers present.

II. Discussion of the Task Force of Principal Findings and Observations

A. Preparation by Mediator, Counsel, and Parties

1. Information from Focus Groups, Surveys, and Party Interviews. Many participants in our user focus groups and party interviews identified preparation by the mediator, the parties, and the parties’ counsel as important for success in the mediation’s outcome. Many focus group participants mentioned liking pre-mediation discussions with the mediator, in part because the discussions prompt them to prepare themselves and their clients for mediation. Actual practice among mediators and among parties and counsel varied widely. Many mediation training programs have traditionally not paid substantial attention to the content of pre-mediation discussions.

A very high percentage of the survey participants endorsed some kind of mediator preparation, although participants disagreed about the preferred method. All but one of the parties interviewed by phone heavily endorsed both significant mediator and party/counsel preparation. The one party who claimed he had not prepared for mediation indicated that he wished he had.

Many mediators in our focus groups stated that it was part of their regular practice to have pre-mediation discussions. We found, however, that some mediators participate in court programs that require the mediator not to communicate with any participant prior to an actual mediation session, and some mediators chose to follow that practice in their private mediation practice. Others, again either by program direction or on their own, communicate their desire or willingness to receive a “mediation statement.” These statements may range from totally confidential, to totally non-confidential, to a mix of both. Other mediators engage in a variety of other practices, with some mediators varying their practice with the perceived needs of a particular case.

1 For further discussions of the data, please see Appendices D (summaries of comments shared during focus group discussions).
Some include in their preparation, with or without a mediation statement, joint meetings or calls with all counsel (and sometimes parties), private meetings or calls with each counsel (and sometimes parties), and review and analysis of pleadings, motions, briefs, transcripts, exhibits, expert reports, and other documents.

Among respondents to our written survey, more than 96% thought pre-mediation preparation by a mediator was important, very important or essential, and less than 4% thought it only somewhat important. Every single survey participant thought preparation was important. Our survey participants were about evenly divided between preferring private, individual calls with a mediator as opposed to joint calls. Eighty-five percent (85%), however, approved of private calls at least for procedural matters, and 76% for substantive matters. Our survey participants had a very strong preference for calls without parties. (Recall, however, that the survey participants almost all were counsel to parties and not parties themselves.) Most of the users and mediators believed that it is appropriate for mediators to be paid for their work before mediation sessions, generally at their normal hourly rates.

In addition, all the survey respondents felt it was important, very important, or essential for mediators to know the file and read the documents (100% users, 100% mediators), to encourage a constructive approach in the mediation (90% users, 88% mediators), and to discuss who will attend the mediation session (81% users, 96% mediators). All of the parties the Task Force interviewed reported that mediator preparation was essential. As one party interviewee expressed it, “The mediator is being paid so they should act like a professional and prepare.” Fifty-two percent (52%) of the users and 66% of the mediators felt it was important, very important, or essential to confirm the beginning and end time.

Perhaps the most interesting finding about the preparation phase was that sophisticated repeat mediation users wanted to have substantive input into the mediation process itself. Traditionally, the mediation process is controlled by the mediator and the outcome is controlled by the parties. We found, however, that in pre-mediation discussions, many users wanted to advise the mediator about process issues such as whether opening statements would be useful in a particular case, or about which issues in the case would best be handled in joint sessions and which in caucuses.

Another element of preparation concerns the goals the representatives, parties, and mediators have for the mediation. Eighty-eight percent (88%) of the users and 92% of the mediators surveyed indicated that in about half or more of their cases their goal is to settle the case. The survey respondents had the goal of minimizing the time, cost, and risk in a slightly smaller proportion of their cases (85% mediation users and 88% mediators indicated that minimizing the time, cost, and risk was a goal in about half or more of their cases). Satisfying the parties’ underlying interests is also an important goal for users and mediators in about half or more of their cases (81% mediation users, 92% mediators).

Although one might expect that civil mediation representatives and mediators would not be interested in the softer, more personal goals, a substantial number of respondents embraced such goals as giving parties a chance to tell their stories and feel heard (43% users, 92% mediators), having clients get closure (46% users, 76% mediators), promoting communication
between parties (52% users, 85% mediators), and preserving relationships (23% users, 47% mediators).

2. Analysis of Mediator Preparation. None of the approaches to mediation preparation described above can be said to be “right” or “wrong” under any or all circumstances, but in most civil cases in which parties are represented by counsel, some level of mediator preparation, including some form of pre-mediation communication with participants, is important in conducting a quality mediation. The exact approach to mediator preparation should ordinarily be governed by a variety of factors, including:

- the parties’ perceived value of what is at stake and the correlative cost of preparation;
- the cost effectiveness of a particular approach (e.g., it might be desirable to get a comprehensive, thirty-page mediation statement, which could be very costly for counsel to prepare—but it might be more cost effective to talk on the phone or in person with each side’s lawyer for 30 to 60 minutes and read a few briefs or pleadings which had been previously prepared in the normal course of the case);
- party/counsel/mediator preferences and concerns (e.g., in some circles it is thought inappropriate for a mediator to have “ex parte” communications with participants before the mediation starts, and in some limited instances a mediator may prefer purposefully to approach the entire mediation “cold” at a mediation session so that everyone witnesses the entire mediation experience in real time);
- previous mediator work with the parties’ or counsel;
- .The complexity of the issues and the number of issues presented in the case.

Mediators who confer with counsel/parties either privately or jointly may appropriately pursue a variety of goals in their communications, including:

- to discuss the overall procedure of the mediation in order to be certain that all participants have similar understandings of the process and to avoid surprises at the mediation;
- to discuss the mediator’s approach to mediation, especially with regard to offering analysis and opinions, and including discussion of whether the mediator needs permission to offer analysis or opinions;
- to discuss who will attend the mediation and who will have authority to settle and possible rescheduling if the “necessary” people will not attend (Settlement authority was a repeated theme of the parties interviewed. Several were blunt in their assessment that this was a part of mediator preparation. One party suggested that the mediator should include an agreement that specifically dealt with settlement authority that all participants had to sign in advance.);
- to gain insight into party interests that might not otherwise become apparent to a mediator until much later, if at all;
- to allow the mediator to begin to understand how the dispute might be settled and get ideas from participants about possible settlement approaches (e.g., will the disabled tort plaintiff consider a structured settlement, will the employer consider
taking back the terminated employee, or will the plaintiff on the contaminated property
consider conveying the property as part of a settlement and will someone at the table buy it? 

• to seek process input by discussing with participants whether “opening statements” by participants are desirable, to discuss or “coach” them on the content and tone of such statements, and to plan alternative approaches if such statements are not desirable;
• to seek process input by discussing which issues might best be handled in caucus and which in joint session;
• to determine whether further exchange of documents or other information, either before or at the mediation, might be productive;
• to understand any previous settlement discussions;
• to learn about the procedural posture of any litigation;
• to understand potential impediments to settlement such as personality or emotional issues or hardened attitudes parties might have about the “merits” of a case or settlement approaches; and,
• to identify anything about the case that might call for an atypical process for the mediation.

Our focus group mediation users, the majority of whom had attended upwards of 30 mediations, demonstrated a very textured understanding of the mediation process. Their desire for substantive and procedural pre-mediation discussions indicates a real evolution in the field and implies that a higher level of process design and substantive pre-mediation collaboration between mediators and users is a trend for the future.

3. Information and Analysis on Mediator Subject Matter Knowledge. One other aspect of mediator “preparation” warrants discussion here: mediator subject matter knowledge. To a very substantial degree, users endorsed the importance of subject matter knowledge, and in complex areas, subject matter expertise may be preferred. Those who value subject matter knowledge may be influenced in reaching their viewpoint by the understanding that a mediator may provide parties and counsel with opinions, analyses, or evaluations about certain aspects of the case or suggestions or proposals about how to settle—and that those with subject matter knowledge would be better suited to these tasks. Even in cases where users do not want the mediator to provide analytical assistance or to offer opinions, it is still often useful for mediators to have enough subject matter knowledge to understand the details and implications of the dispute, without requiring explanations from the participants during mediation sessions. This does not, however, take precedence over process expertise, which is essential for high quality mediation.

Depending upon the nature of the dispute, and the expectations and needs of parties and counsel, the mediator may need to be a lawyer or non-lawyer, or to have a particular kind of knowledge or expertise, say, in environmental, commercial or construction disputes, and perhaps even a narrower kind of expertise in one of those fields. It is perhaps not surprising in a legal environment in which lawyers today often specialize in somewhat narrow practice areas that those lawyers might want to direct their clients towards hiring a mediator with a similar professional background. One cannot point to a right or wrong approach here; this is an issue where the best answer probably lies in the mind of the beholder. What is clear is this: those hiring mediators need to be thoughtful about what sort of knowledge or expertise they really
need, or do not need, in a mediator, and they need to be clear with a mediator candidate about that as well; similarly, mediators need to be candid about their experience level. As the field continues to grow, one of the trends is likely to be increasing specialization on the part of mediators.

4. Information and Analysis on Preparation by Counsel and Parties. In addition to the mediator preparation discussed above, both the participants in the user focus groups and the party interviewees emphasized the importance of preparation by the parties and their counsel. Some counsel stated that one of the benefits of pre-mediation discussions with mediators is to prompt them (the lawyers) to prepare themselves and their clients for the mediation. Participants in our party interviews were especially forceful on the need for party and counsel to be prepared, and they almost universally endorsed the benefits of pre-mediation preparation. Indeed, parties thought it important enough that some indicated that they made decisions to hire (or not hire again) lawyers on the basis of the lawyer’s preparation for mediation. At least one said that he expected counsel to be as prepared for mediation as for trial.

While counsel’s preparation for mediation differs from trial preparation, there are several areas of overlap. Counsel should routinely help their clients understand the issue in their case and in the opposing side’s case in preparation for both mediation and trial, although counsel’s explanation of what will happen during the two processes will certainly differ. While counsel should understand their clients’ interests to prepare for both mediation and trial, a more creative discussion about the client’s possible settlement options helps prepare clients for mediation.

The relative involvement of parties and lawyers in the mediation is sometimes a source of tension between party and lawyer, and between party and/or counsel and the mediator. Mediators get frustrated when lawyers behave as though they are in trial, and refuse to allow their clients to speak. On the other hand, lawyers and mediators alike report that it is sometimes helpful if the mediator and lawyer can have private communications, either in advance of the mediation or even during the mediation, concerning a variety of issues that might relate to the party’s view of settlement or to the lawyer’s behavior. It is worth giving thoughtful attention to the relative roles of counsel and client at the mediation. Mediators report that some of the very best—and some of the very worst—presentations made at mediations are made by parties. Careful preparation can allow for the former and, where possible, avoid the latter.

One of the chief benefits of pre-mediation communications between mediator and counsel and/or party is to inform the party how the process will work. Both mediator and counsel need to do whatever they can to ensure that all participants have a clear understanding of the process. In situations where a mediator communicates with parties principally through counsel prior to mediation, it is important that counsel obtain a clear understanding of the process the mediation will follow, so that counsel can effectively communicate that information to the client. Different mediators (especially in different jurisdictions) will use somewhat different approaches, and increasingly the same mediator may use different approaches in different cases. Such nuanced differences can include use or not of opening statements by parties/counsel, use of caucus or not, mediator private meetings with one or more lawyers, mediator meetings with one or more parties without lawyers, etc. The trend appears to be to maintain flexibility on these issues, adjusting them based upon the needs of a particular case.
Counsel should be certain to ask their clients, “What is really important to you about this dispute, and why?” This question helps counsel develop additional settlement options based on the client’s interests, instead of solely focusing on getting or giving a certain dollar amount. In contrast, discussions about settlement options can be counterproductive if they leave a party with inflexible and unmanageable expectations about settlement outcomes that turn out to be unrealistic. Throughout the representation of a client, and especially in the context of preparation for mediation or another negotiation session, counsel should avoid unintentionally leading their clients to unrealistic expectations, through what may seem like ordinary, zealous representation. Mediators repeatedly told about counsel who asked them privately to help them lower their client’s unrealistic expectations about settlement, but then during mediation, in the presence of their clients, forcefully made the very arguments that support those unrealistic expectations.

Lawyers representing clients in mediation should be mindful of one statement we heard in our party interviews: lawyers should be as prepared for mediation as they are for trial. Another way to think of this problem is in these terms: in a very substantial majority of civil cases mediated, a settlement will be achieved during or as a result of the work done in mediation. Those cases will not reach the stage of a trial and most often not even reach a ruling on a dispositive motion. The case that is settled at mediation will be settled on the basis of what is known about the case at that time, which in many ways really means on the basis of the level of preparation achieved at that time. In general, parties who are better prepared for mediation will logically settle more favorably than those worse prepared. Parties and counsel thus are generally well advised to prepare to the fullest extent consistent with their perception of the value of the case.

Finally, there is a fundamental point here related to client satisfaction with their lawyers, that is only coincidentally related to mediation: in general, parties who feel that their lawyers have prepared them for what will happen at a mediation are happy with their lawyers, and those who feel that their lawyers have not adequately prepared them for the experience are not happy with their lawyers.

B. Case-by-Case Customization of Mediation Process

1. Information from Focus Groups, Surveys, and Party Interviews. Customization generally occurs during the preparation phase, but the trend towards increasing customization warrants attention as a separate category. Customization is the element of preparation that involves planning a mediation process tailored to the needs of the parties and the dispute. According to focus group participants, the timing of the mediation, exchange of information before the session, and whether to have opening statements, are all elements that can be customized to each dispute. One participant in our first interview group complained that mediators too often handle their cases with a “cookie cutter” approach. Many others voiced essentially the same sentiment, and praised flexibility as a quality desirable in mediators.

In terms of timing of the mediation, the survey respondents indicated that the preferred time for mediation is generally after “critical” discovery is completed, but before full completion of discovery (81% users, 77% mediators). There was disagreement among the mediators and the
users about whether mediation would be appropriate before suit is filed (36% percent of the users and 78% of the mediators in our survey sample say that in half or more cases mediation would be appropriate before the suit is filed).

There is no consensus about preferences for particular procedures before mediation sessions, which suggests the importance of mediators orchestrating the preparation and tailoring it to individual cases. On the exchange of information before mediation, a majority of the respondents considered it important to send a memo to the mediator (62% users, 72% mediators). The survey respondents considered it less important to send a memo to the other side. Sixty-four percent (64%) of the users felt it was not very important to send a memo to the other side; forty-one percent (41%) of the mediators felt it was not very important. There was very little agreement on the importance of sending pleadings, discovery, and expert reports to the mediator. The respondents also felt that it was not important for the mediator to do additional research (63% users, 74% mediators).

One area in which participants offered a range of views about mediation customization relates to the usefulness of “opening statements” by either counsel or parties, at or near the beginning of mediation. Some find them very useful opportunities to inform the other side of their positions and to find out more about the other side’s position. This, of course, is precisely what the opening statement, used appropriately, is intended to do. Only about two-thirds of lawyer participants in our survey agreed that opening statements are useful in all, almost all or most cases; a substantial minority thought they were effective in half or fewer cases. In the focus groups, some felt that in high conflict cases with angry clients, explosive opening statements can generate more hostility, and grind the opposing parties more firmly into their opposing views, thus impeding settlement.

2. Analysis of Customization of Mediation Process. Some mediators and some parties and counsel may, almost by rote, rely upon essentially identical approaches to every case. In most cases, however, mediators would be best advised to make an effort to evaluate each case on its own, and develop a process, in coordination with parties and counsel, that is best suited for that particular case. In one case, it might mean spending 30 minutes or less reading an important court order in the case. In other cases, it might mean a more complicated process involving a day or more of reading and confering with counsel. More preparation is not always better. But more effective, more focused and more customized preparation usually is better. Of course all pre-mediation activates should be undertaken for a goal and used so that the parties don't perceive the exercise as useless and an unnecessary increase in cost.

Similarly, parties and counsel should pay close attention to how best to prepare for mediation on a case-by-case basis. Such preparation might include many different activities, such as: review and summarization of key documents; further factual investigation; additional legal research; assessment of case “value” by such methods as may be appropriate, even including where appropriate a mock trial; preparation of an opening statement or a written mediation statement; or a host of other activities. As stated above, opening statements sometimes promote the adversarial nature of the dispute that mediation is intended to eliminate, particularly when the statements are overly inflammatory in content or tone. Sometimes a mediator can effectively head off an opening statement of that sort through dialogue with
counsel before the mediation session.

At other times, the inflammatory opening statement is exactly what the lawyer or party intends to deliver and the lawyer would not omit it under any circumstances. Sometimes a lawyer wants to impress either his own side, or the other, with the strength or at least ferocity, of the client’s position, and believes that this is an appropriate means to do so. And, while many mediators would ordinarily counsel against such a statement, many have seen inflammatory, ferocious opening statements that were not counterproductive to settling the case, and might have had the desired impact of impressing the listeners with the intensity of the feelings and opinions being expressed.

Still, in most jurisdictions, opening statements are expected. Mediators and the counsel or parties with whom they communicate, should consider whether this expectation is appropriate for a particular case, and all be in agreement before the mediation on the fundamental issue of whether or not to use opening statements. Mediators should also exercise as much influence as seems appropriate in a given case about the content and tone of an opening statement, in an effort to make opening statements productive.

Mediators should listen to what counsel have to say about whether to have an opening statement. If both sides do not wish to do so, and the mediator disagrees, then the mediator may use up some “capital” with the parties unnecessarily in order to persuade them to do it the mediator’s way. A creative mediator can usually find other ways to achieve the aims of an opening statement. It is important for mediators to listen to the parties or their lawyer’s opinions on this issue, to be thoughtful about how to achieve the goals of opening statements, and when opening statements are used, to help the participants to make them as productive as possible.

C. “Analytical” Techniques Used by the Mediator

1. Information from Focus Groups, Surveys, and Party Interviews. The Task Force collected substantial amounts of data about user perceptions of mediators utilizing analytical techniques in mediation. We observed in our focus groups that many reasonably sophisticated mediation users in civil cases want mediators to provide certain services, including analytical techniques. A substantial majority of survey participants (80%) believe some analytical input by a mediator to be appropriate.

Other survey questions focused more specifically on user attitudes about specific kinds of input by the mediator. The following percentages of our users surveyed rated the following characteristics important, very important or essential:

- 95%—making suggestion;
- about 70%—giving opinions;

In addition, we asked survey participants to indicate the proportion of cases in which a particular activity would be helpful. The choices included: (1) in all or almost all; (2) most; (3) about half; (4) significant minority; or (5) very few or no cases. The following percentages of users thought the listed activities would be helpful in about half or more of their cases:
• 95%—ask pointed questions that raise issues;
• 95%—give analysis of case, including strengths and weaknesses;
• 60%—make prediction about likely court results;
• 100%—suggest possible ways to resolve issues;
• 84%—recommend a specific settlement; and
• 74%—apply some pressure to accept a specific solution.

On the other hand, nearly half of the users surveyed indicated that there are times when it is not appropriate for a mediator to give an assessment of strengths and weaknesses, and nearly half also indicated that it is sometimes not appropriate to recommend a specific settlement. User reservations on these issues should give pause to mediators who routinely offer such analysis and opinions.

Users had a wide disparity of opinions on how various factors might affect their view of whether it was appropriate for a mediator to provide an assessment of strengths and weaknesses. Anywhere from 25% to 60% of users indicated that the following factors would impact that decision:

• whether assessment is explicitly requested;
• extent of mediator’s knowledge and expertise;
• degree of confidence mediator expresses in assessment;
• degree of pressure mediator exerts to accept assessment;
• whether assessment is given in joint session or caucus;
• how early or late in process assessment is given;
• whether assessment is given before apparent impasse or only after impasse;
• nature of issues (e.g., legal, financial, emotional);
• whether all counsel seem competent; and
• whether mediator seems impartial.

There is an interesting contrast between user survey responses and mediator survey responses when asked about recommending a specific settlement. Eighty-four percent (84%) of users thought it would be helpful in half or more cases and 75% in most or all or almost all cases; only 18% of mediators thought it would be helpful in most or all or almost all cases, and only 38% thought it would be helpful in half or more. Similarly, when asked about applying some pressure to accept a specific solution, 64% of the users responded favorably for most or all or almost all cases and 75% for half or more cases. Among mediators, however, only 24% responded favorably for most or all or almost all cases, while only 30% responded favorably for half or more of their cases.

The opinions of the parties who were interviewed differed from those of the focus group users, who were largely lawyers, on the issue of whether mediators should state their opinions about settlement terms. While only a minority of lawyers objected to this, six parties out of twelve stated that mediator comments such as “I think this is the best offer you’re going to get,” are inappropriate. An even higher percentage, eight out of eleven parties, objected to mediators
telling them what to do, as in, “You should accept this offer,” or “If I were you, I’d offer $70,000 and be done with it.”

2. Analysis of Information on Analytical Techniques. In undertaking this review of the information we have obtained about mediator analytical inputs, and in recommending further study of this topic, we recognize that this discussion occurs at least on the edge of a topic that is something of a land mine in the field of mediation. The concept of “evaluative” mediation (which some would say describes some or all of the techniques discussed here) is often controversial. The term itself is understood to mean many different things to many different people.

Hence, we believe it is helpful to describe more fully the types of mediation techniques in question. Here is what we mean by the phrases “analytical inputs” and “analytical techniques;” the terms may include, for example, among other practices:

- Mediator discussion and analysis of legal and factual issues (including strengths, weaknesses, or both) without necessarily articulating conclusions and opinions;
- Mediator questioning about specific legal or factual issues, sometimes referred to as “reality testing:” E.g., how do you think a jury will evaluate your testimony about an oral agreement, when the other side has a writing that seems to say something very different? Will the court permit any testimony about the oral agreement? Isn’t that case you rely upon substantially distinguishable from these facts based upon…?;
- Mediator “opinions” or observations of this sort: Who knows what a jury might do with this case, but based on what I have learned about this case… it looks like a horse race to me that either side could win. Or, who knows…but I like the other side of this case better than yours. Or, who knows…but I would agree with you that you should win this case, but I am having a very hard time with your damages claims—I wonder if a judge or jury might have the same difficulties that I have?;
- Mediator suggestions or proposals about settlement, sometimes based upon the mediator’s views of the “value” of the case, sometimes based upon the mediator’s views of “what the parties might accept,” and sometimes based upon both; and
- Specific mediator opinions, delivered to all sides, or delivered selectively only to one side or the other, about potential outcomes, dispositive factual or legal issues or settlement values.

Our data collection efforts produced no direct explanation for the substantial discrepancy in the survey responses between the mediation users (largely lawyers) and the mediators with regard to the appropriateness of offering specific solutions and applying pressure to accept specific solutions. We can make a reasonably educated guess, however, as to either or both of two possible explanations. First, mediators may be more conservative in using these techniques than users because they may be more aware of some of the potential disadvantages, in particular, the possibilities of undermining self-determination, a cornerstone of mediation ethics, and losing neutrality, another core ethical principal. Second, it is also possible that mediators are using these techniques, perhaps more often or more subtly than they realize.

Similarly, there is no direct explanation for the difference between mediation counsel and
mediation parties with regard to mediators offering opinions about settlement terms. Perhaps, because the ultimate authority for settlement belongs to the parties, they are more concerned about what may be perceived as encroachments on that authority.

The Task Force has arrived at three principal conclusions concerning analytical techniques used by mediators. First, a substantial majority of lawyers who are repeat mediation users (again, in the arena of civil cases where parties are represented) favor use of what we have described as analytical techniques. Second, for those mediators who use analytical techniques, the fact that a substantial minority of lawyer mediation users and a higher percentage of mediation parties do not want mediator opinions or case analysis should caution mediators to consider the factors listed above before offering their analysis. Third, a different group should undertake to study and make recommendations about quality as it pertains to using these various practice techniques (see Section III. 4. below). It is important that such a group consider the issue in the context of the expectations of participants with particular attention to how mediators and participants can communicate more effectively and clearly about the kinds of analytical techniques the participants expect and the types of analytical inputs a mediator is willing to provide in alignment with mediator ethics.

The Task Force certainly does not purport to take a position on the ever-controversial issue of whether “evaluative” mediation is proper. We do recognize, however, that certain types of practice sometimes characterized in this way occur with great frequency, and that many lawyer users find it desirable, at least in the narrowly viewed field of mediation of civil cases in which parties are represented by lawyers. This conclusion finds overwhelming support in our user focus group discussions and our surveys. We also recognize, however, that even among those who generally view these techniques favorably, there are concerns that the quality of the practice can vary widely, and that techniques sometimes could be used more wisely and more prudently. It is this quality aspect, for those who may find it appropriate to use analytical techniques in a particular mediation setting, that we believe warrants further study. We are not recommending that mediators simply give lawyers whatever they want, but we are recommending further investigation into possible contributions analytical input may make to high quality mediation practice.

**D. “Persistence” by Mediator**

1. **Information from Focus Groups, Surveys, and Party Interviews.** Many of the participants in our focus groups and interviews discussed several different aspects of the issue of mediator “persistence.” These include trying to keep people at the table, trying to get the case settled by exerting some “pressure,” and trying to get people back to the table after a mediation session fails to settle the case. In our survey, over 98% of the users thought persistence to be an important, very important or essential quality in a mediator, and 93% identified patience in the same way. Users expressed dissatisfaction with mediators who threw in the towel when negotiations became difficult. They want mediators who are consistently engaged in the process and willing to work hard to help the parties meet their needs and settle their case.

   Ninety-three percent (93%) of users thought that if a mediation session ends without agreement but has some potential to reach one, then the mediator should follow-up with each side. Participants in our interview groups generally spoke favorably of mediation follow-up in an
effort to resolve a matter that was not resolved at the mediation session, and some participants
criticized mediators who did not do so. Eighty-two percent (82%) of users thought “exerting
some pressure” was an important trait, very important or essential for a mediator to be effective.
We also asked the question in reverse: whether it is important for a mediator to “refrain from
using pressure,” and we got consistent responses.

2. Analysis of Mediator Persistence. It is clear that mediation users, both parties and lawyers,
want mediators to be actively engaged in helping them to settle their dispute. Complaints about
“potted plant” mediators were ubiquitous. Mediators need to use and refine their own intuition
about when to be quiet and when to work the process. This is perhaps an area in which more
mediation training could be useful.

Complaints also abounded about mediators who end mediations because the negotiations have
become too difficult, either emotionally or substantively. It is precisely at these junctures that
mediation users need mediators to be creative and to hold out the belief that these difficulties can
be successfully overcome. Most mediation trainings cover techniques for “breaking impasses.”
Perhaps more advanced trainings focusing on breaking impasse role-playing could be useful.
The large percentages of buy-in for the use of “pressure” may surprise some. Apparently, some
users recognize, expect and even desire this characteristic in mediations, in the context of civil
cases where parties are represented. It is important to note, however, the obvious distinction
between “pressure” on the one hand, and coercion and intimidation on the other. Pressure may
also refer to pressuring the parties to keep on working to achieve settlement rather than pressure
to accept a particular outcome. It is important to note that “refraining from applying pressure”
received the same percentage of support that “applying pressure” received. This is another
instance in which we caution mediators to consider their ethical obligation for self-determination
by the parties.

Some mediators may not be aware of the user’s desire for follow-up after a mediation that fails
to settle the case. It is a simple matter for mediators to contact users, after the final session, to
ask how things are going and ask whether they may be of any further assistance. In addition, at
the conclusion of any “failed” mediation session, the mediator and other participants should
consider discussing specific follow-up to be taken by the mediator and/or by counsel or parties.
Again, this may be something that trainers will want to give more emphasis. It is clear that
persistence is almost uniformly important to mediation users and paying attention to this aspect
of mediation practice will help to improve mediation quality.

III. Discussion of Task Force Recommendations and Next Steps

We have learned a great deal from talking with mediation users. And while we hope that the
observations and findings contained within this report will assist mediators, lawyers, parties,
and program administrators to improve mediation practice, we know that there is still much to
be done. Thus, we have six recommended next steps.

1. Development of Comprehensive Mediation User Guides. The Task Force has observed
that mediation users come to mediation with a great variety of understandings and
misunderstandings about the mediation process. The problem is even more pronounced among
parties than among their lawyers. The Task Force has similarly observed that parties and their
lawyers do not always achieve the level of preparation for mediation that is desirable. As a way to train both lawyers and parties, and to facilitate their mediation preparation, we suggest that the Section of Dispute Resolution Mediation Committee and Advocacy Committee be tasked with the preparation of a comprehensive mediation guide, perhaps in the form of a brochure or pamphlet, as well as a video that would explain the entire mediation process.

2. **Further Examination of Quality—Other Mediation Contexts.** It is important to reiterate the narrow focus of this Task Force on commercial and civil cases involving reasonably sophisticated users of mediation, and in which all parties are represented by counsel. Having conducted focus group discussions, surveys, and party interviews in that practice area only, we have limited our observations and conclusions to that practice area. We have not attempted to extrapolate to other practice areas, including for example domestic disputes, personal disputes, and disputes in which parties are not represented by counsel.

We know that there are many differences between the types of mediation cases we have studied and other types of mediation cases, and that some of these differences are quite substantial. For example, the implications of mediator analytical techniques could be very different in family mediation cases or in cases where parties are not represented by counsel who can help their clients evaluate, understand and filter mediator analytical inputs. And, as a further example, court programs may find that some of our recommendations concerning mediator preparation are logistically impossible or cost prohibitive. There may be many other differences from one mediation context to another. Just as we recognize that there are severe limitations on the efficacy of mediators and parties/counsel taking a cookie-cutter approach to a particular case, so are there severe limitations on the validity of trying to devise singular training, rules or other guidance for the many different contexts in which mediation occurs.

These and many other concerns lead us to recommend that another group(s) might consider our recommendations in light of these differences and evaluate their usefulness in practice areas other than civil cases involving reasonably sophisticated users and in which all parties are represented by lawyers.

3. **Further Examination of Quality—Training Implications.** The Task Force has identified several aspects of mediation related to quality practice in civil cases in which all parties are represented by counsel that may have implications for the way in which mediation training is conducted. These relate to preparation for mediation by the mediator, counsel and parties; mediator subject matter expertise; customization of the mediation process; case-by-case analysis of the use of opening statements by counsel and parties; mediators using and/or refraining from using analytical techniques; and mediator persistence, including pressure and follow-up meetings and telephone calls.

We recommend that an appropriate Section committee or other group should examine whether there are any implications from our work product for how mediators are trained.

4. **Further Investigation of Analytical Techniques.** The Task Force recommends that the Section of Dispute Resolution appoint an appropriate group to examine how mediators can offer the highest quality service while using various analytical techniques in mediations, only in civil cases where all parties are represented by counsel. We have observed that counsel prefers such
a style of mediation and that many mediators undertake to meet this demand and provide such service. We recognize, of course, that there is a controversy over whether mediation styles sometimes thought of as “evaluative” are appropriate. It is not our goal to recommend a study aimed at resolving that controversy. Rather, the goal of this study is to analyze and make recommendations, if possible, on the ways in which mediation services utilizing analytical techniques can be provided consistent with mediation standards of practice and providing the highest quality mediation services.

5. Promotion of Local Efforts to Improve Mediation Quality. As we conducted our focus group discussions around the country, representatives of several groups asked us if the Task Force could assist them in conducting similar sessions in their communities. Accordingly, a subcommittee of the Task Force has prepared a Guide for Convening Discussions about Mediation Quality (see Appendix F). The guide includes sample focus group questions and sample surveys for both mediation users and mediators. It encourages local groups to tailor these questions and surveys to be certain that they will cover the information that local groups are interested in collecting. The Task Force began its effort with broad questions and then focused them more specifically once themes became evident. Local groups should similarly customize and focus their process in response to what they learn.

We encourage interested state or local bar or other professional groups to use this Guide to hold focus group discussions with mediation users in their communities. As the work of the Task Force illustrates, these discussions can be very enlightening. Before undertaking this project, however, we offer two notes of caution. First, if the participants feel that the focus group facilitators are mediators who are there because they want to drum-up business, it may taint the process and color the results. Second, groups should view the results of their work as informative but not dispositive, unless a more rigorous effort to obtain a random and demographically representative sample is undertaken.

6. Pamphlets for Mediation Users and for Mediators. Finally, as part of its work, the Task Force has produced a very brief pamphlet for mediators. (To read the pamphlet please visit http://www.abanet.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=DR020600). The members of the Task Force are working on similar pamphlets for lawyers and parties. The pamphlets pose useful considerations for each group with regard to the Task Force’s major findings related to preparation, customization, analytical techniques, and persistence. The Task Force hopes that this practical application of its research effort will help improve the quality of civil mediation.

Conclusion

We hope that this report and the Task Force’s other work products generate discussion and analysis—and perhaps even controversy—beyond the specific issues we have identified here. We further hope that the quality of mediation in many walks of life, not just in the narrow arena of civil cases with represented parties, might benefit from such discussion, analysis and controversy. And finally, we hope that our findings are applied to mediation practice in a practical manner, and that they help elevate the quality of mediation services.
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Appendix D — Summary of Comments Shared During Focus Group Discussions

A. Goals for Mediation

In the focus group discussions, participants identified various goals for mediation. Some see settlement as the primary or only goal. Even if the case is not fully settled, they value partial agreements and narrowing of issues. Other important goals sometimes include: (1) minimizing future time, cost, and risk of continued litigation, (2) retaining control of the matter, (3) satisfying clients, (4) prompting parties to focus on the case and take it seriously, (5) improving parties’ understanding of the conflict and, if the case is not settled, of future litigation, (6) giving parties a chance to tell their stories and being heard, (7) promoting direct communication between the parties, (8) getting feedback from a neutral professional, (9) client catharsis, (10) preserving relationships, and (11) developing creative solutions, which focus on parties’ underlying interests and may involve resolutions not available in court such as apologies.

B. Preparation

Many of the focus group participants emphasized the importance of preparation before people meet in mediation, though people have different ideas about the best way to prepare. At a bare minimum, mediators should carefully read all materials sent to them. Mediators should think about the substantive issues and possibly have a plan from the outset. Many people believe that mediators should also talk with the lawyers in advance (not merely send a memo), except perhaps if the case is relatively simple and does not warrant the effort. These conversations should at least address procedural matters, which might include who will (or will not) attend (which is relevant to having sufficient settlement authority), whether to provide pre-mediation memos to the mediator (and perhaps other parties), what (if any) additional information should be provided (such as pleadings, copies of key statutes or cases, and experts’ reports), deadlines for submission of pre-mediation materials (and consequences of failure to submit the materials, such as cancellation of the mediation), encouragement of a productive and non-inflammatory tone, expectations about beginning and ending time of mediation, and whether parties would like mediators to express their opinions and under what circumstances.

These conversations may be done individually and/or together in person or by conference call. Some people and mediation programs object to pre-mediation ex parte conversations, at least if this involves substantive issues. If pre-mediation conversations address substantive issues, mediators should make sure that everyone is aware that these conversations are taking place. Mediators might ask lawyers what they need to know about the case, the parties, their key interests, the “real issues,” and possible stumbling blocks. Lawyers also need to prepare for mediation. Parties should complete discovery necessary to make good decisions, such as depositions and interviews that would be helpful for mediation (e.g., of parties, if appropriate). Insurance companies and defendants should be prepared in advance to have authority to pay an amount that may reasonably be needed to settle the case.

Lawyers should prepare clients before mediation, educating them so that they will have realistic expectations about the procedure and substance, especially if they are not repeat players.
Lawyers should explain the mediation process, the mediator’s role, the clients’ role, and their role. At least for less sophisticated parties, lawyers should describe when it will be appropriate for them to talk and what things they should and should not say (e.g., describing the caucus process and what is appropriate to say in joint session and caucus). Several participants referred to clients’ need for “catharsis,” which they are more likely to experience if they are properly prepared.

Several participants expressed frustration about mediations where one side was not ready to mediate, whether due to lack of preparation and/or unwillingness to negotiate seriously and take reasonable positions. Some complained about use of mediation as “cheap discovery.” Some complained about cases where one or more lawyers were not sufficiently sophisticated. In these situations, mediation can do more harm than good if it entrenches the parties’ positions. One participant talks informally with opposing counsel advance to determine whether they are serious about mediating and will not mediate if they do not seem to be serious.

C. Case-by-Case Customization

The focus group participants disagreed about the timing of mediation but generally agreed that the timing of mediation depends upon the characteristics of each case. Some participants believe that it is important to mediate early in a case—sometimes before suit has been filed—to prevent investment of too much time and money and entrenchment of people in their positions. Some participants said that it should not be done until discovery is completed, so that people can make fully informed decisions. If mediation is premature, it can be an “empty exercise” and polarize the parties. One person said that complex cases with multiple parties should not be mediated early in the case. Some said that the timing should be decided on a case-by-case basis, possibly in consultation with the judge in the case.

When mediation is conducted, participants want the time to be productive. Some expressed concern that some mediations (in particular, court-ordered mediations) did not allow for enough time. Some expressed concerns about private mediations that seemed to take longer than needed and are too expensive. Several people noted that people focus seriously on settling toward the end of the day and suggested starting midday rather than the morning.

Participants expressed different views about where to conduct mediation, in particular whether it is appropriate to hold it in the office of one of the lawyers. Some said that it is fine to mediate in a lawyer’s office if there is not an appearance of bias. Others expressed concern that the lawyer hosting the mediation may be distracted by other matters. Some expressed concern about taking certain clients to law firm offices, such as low-income clients and medical professionals. One cautioned about not having sufficient space (if conference rooms are too small) or lack of privacy (if rooms are adjacent to each other and people can hear things said in the other room).

1. Opening Statements by Each Side. There was a difference of opinion about the value of each side making an opening statement. (This is not about the mediator’s opening statement, which seemed unobjectionable if it is not too long.) A substantial number of participants believe that these opening statements are a waste of time or, worse, counterproductive as they
can be inflammatory, resulting in polarization and entrenchment of people’s positions. Others believe that opening statements are (or can be) helpful so that parties can speak directly to and hear directly from the other side, which can help them understand each other and the risks of continue litigation. This can help the parties feel engaged and not “left on the sidelines.”

D. Analytical Input by Mediators

Many participants clearly expect and want mediators to express their views and would be disappointed if the mediators do not do so. Some, however, do not want it at all or want it only in certain ways or under certain circumstances. Mediators’ expression of opinion varies along a number of dimensions including:

1. Types of opinion expressed by mediators
   - Pointed questions raising issues about particular aspects of a case (e.g., “Help me understand how the other side [or a jury] will buy X.”). Although this may not seem like an expression of opinion, some participants consider it as such;
   - Analysis of the case, including assessment of strengths and weaknesses;
   - Prediction about likely court results (possibly in the form of a range and/or probability estimate);
   - Development of a specific option or proposal for consideration (including creative ideas that the participants had not thought of);
   - Recommendation of principles or specific options for settlement.

2. Whether parties or lawyers have explicitly requested mediator’s opinions

3. Whether lawyers welcome mediators’ evaluations to validate the lawyers’ advice and soften the clients’ position

4. Extent of mediator’s knowledge, experience, or wisdom providing the basis for the statements

5. Degree of confidence, emphasis, or pressure expressed

6. Whether statements are given in joint session or caucus (though apparently almost always in caucus)

7. How early or late in the mediation process they are given

8. Whether evaluation is given before parties are at apparent impasse or only after parties have reached impasse

9. The nature of the issues about which the mediator gives evaluation (e.g., if evaluative statements are given about financial and legal issues and facilitative questions are asked about relationship issues)

10. Whether the mediator raises issues not previously identified by parties or lawyers
11. Sequence of facilitative and evaluative statements (i.e., whether evaluative statements generally precede or follow facilitative statements)

12. Impact on parties, which may be affected by whether they are represented and strength of their counsel and whether mediator’s expression of opinion affects parties’ perception of impartiality

E. Follow-Through and Persistence

Follow-through is patience and persistence but not stubbornness. Mediators need to know when to keep the mediation going and when to stop it. They should be prepared to stay late—and as long as it takes to finish the mediation.